Consider a renewal process, and let denote the random duration of a typical 
Introduction
With appropriate subscripts in the following, and T denote non-negative real random variables, and K E denotes an event.
As is usual, the indicator ( ) 
=
This paper extends a recent article [17] , which we call "I". To explain I, introduce a "level of success" . In the processes y ( ) . These theorems also entail exponential limit theorems [12] for the dual variable is the actual starting point of later analysis. Notice that Eq. (1.1) continues to hold even if cycle independence fails, as long as the process regenerates at ( i ). Thus, the theorems below also hold for regenerative processes with a rare event [7, p. 129 ].
In bioinformatics, computer simulations of a narrow class of renewal-success processes suggested that a "finite-size correction" (FSC) could sharpen Poisson convergence. Altschul and Gish [3] therefore proposed the FSC as a practical tool in sequence comparison [2] . Presently, computers sharpen sequence comparison statistics with the FSC about once a second [1, 4, 5] . In fact, the abstract of a recent article stated that any major improvement in sequence comparison statistics probably requires a better understanding of the FSC [14] .
In response, I showed that the FSC is a phenomenon occurring generally in discretetime renewal-success processes. The FSC has been applied heuristically in bioinformatics to continuous-time processes, however [10] . Accordingly, this paper extends the underlying theory in I (and encounters substantial new analytical difficulties).
Only one of the two assumptions in I is used here. The Exponential Tail Condition states that P and
, and . The extra assumption in I can slightly strengthen the error bounds in our theorems, but the stronger bounds have no practical importance [15] . Throughout this paper, asymptotic statements refer to limit as (implicitly, through permitted values), unless otherwise indicated. We also adopt the Landau -and onotation [9] . The constants implicit in the O -notation might vary from equation to equation. Although they might depend on or on (defined in Theorem 1.1), they are independent of or other variables. In contrast, functions in the o -notation are independent of and , and they depend only on the indicated arguments. 
After writing
; ;
give the following corollary.
exists as a finite non-zero real number, then
In genomics applications, 
In genomics, the FSC has been applied to p-values that detect promoter motifs in genomic DNA [10] . In conjunction with other results [18] 
The Location of the Zeros
This section locates the roots ζ of 
Lemma 2.5:
C τ contains a single root ζ of , bounds can be derived by majorizing the corresponding integrands, e.g.,
. We can therefore select 
Proposition 2.2:
Let 0
Proof: Begin with 1 9 r ρ = , where ρ is defined just above Proposition 2.1, and let
The Taylor expansion within
. Proposition 2.1 with the inequality
Now, consider the Taylor expansion
Proof of Lemma 2.1: Lemma 2.1 follows from Proposition 2.2 with 1 0
Proof of Lemma 2.2:
A Taylor expansion of 1
On the other hand, for
All of the proofs to this point continue to hold through any future reductions in r , if we maintain the relationship ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 
C ζ . The root t of the second equation satisfies
contains a single root of each equation, in particular a single, simple root ζ of , thereby proving Lemma 2.2. 1 0
In future, propositions do not mention the value of explicitly. Implicitly, starts with its prior value and decreases as required by the proofs. 
. Continue the reduction strategy: reduce The values of ε and are static in the rest of this section. We now increase progressively, if necessary. Like our conventions concerning above, our proofs below do not mention any initial lower bound for explicitly. Implicitly, the lower bound for starts with its prior value and increases as the proofs require. 
;
Lemma 2.4
Proof of : Increase if necessary, so that dominated convergence makes y ( )
; ; 1 
where the triangle inequality applied to the Taylor expansion justifies the first inequality.
The second inequality follows from Proposition 2. 
; The combinatorial formula for the generating function of 
Figure 1 near here
A natural candidate for C in Eq. (3.11) is the closed, counter-clockwise oriented, rectangular contour shown in Figure 1 . Although we want to apply Eq. 
Thus, let C R in Eq. (3.11) be the closed, directed contour consisting of the four subcontours V r , satisfies , it is within a distance ( ) .)
The methods in I evaluated the residue terms in Eq. (3.14). For any root τ of , the result is 
The proof of Lemma 2.6 showed that for large enough, y ( ) 
Thus, . As in I, when 
In summary, Eqs. (3.8), (3.9) , and (3.14) yield 
Our present objective is therefore to bound the magnitude of the limit in Eq. (3.17).
Unfortunately, the sum and the integral within the limit might not converge absolutely.
To obtain absolute convergence, introduce the following "smoothed" renewal-success 
Intuitively, the smoothed process is the original process, with a random uniform [ ] 0,1 delay. A related smoothing using a normal distribution appears in Eq. (7) of Ref [19] .
The following uses quantities with an over-stroke to refer to the smoothed process.
Because 0 
The integral in Eq. (3.17) is absolutely integrable for the smoothed process: Figure 1) 
The Finite-Size Correction in Multiple Processes
This section considers multiple renewal-success processes, deriving Eq. The residue calculation at yields an estimate 0 t = ( ) 
